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Summary
Background: The labile nature of microtubules is critical
for establishing cellular morphology and motility, yet the
molecular basis of assembly remains unclear. Here we
use optical tweezers to track microtubule polymeri-
zation against microfabricated barriers, permitting
unprecedented spatial resolution.
Results: We find that microtubules exhibit extensive
nanometer-scale variability in growth rate and often un-
dergo shortening excursions, in some cases exceeding
five tubulin layers, during periods of overall net growth.
This result indicates that the guanosine triphosphate
(GTP) cap does not exist as a single layer as previously
proposed. We also find that length increments (over
100 ms time intervals, n = 16,762) are small, 0.81 6
6.60 nm (mean6 standard deviation), and very rarely ex-
ceed 16 nm (about two dimer lengths), indicating that
assembly occurs almost exclusively via single-subunit
addition rather than via oligomers as was recently sug-
gested. Finally, the assembly rate depends only weakly
on load, with the average growth rate decreasing only
2-fold as the force increases 7-fold from 0.4 pN to
2.8 pN.
Conclusions: The data are consistent with a mechano-
chemical model in which a spatially extended GTP cap
allows substantial shortening on the nanoscale, while
still preventing complete catastrophe in most cases.
Introduction
Microtubules mediate a myriad of functions in the cell,
including chromosome segregation and organelle trans-
port, and serve broadly as scaffolding for transport and
morphological changes. To respond and adapt to
changing cellular demands, microtubules undergo an
unusual self-assembly mechanism, called dynamic in-
stability, in which the end of the microtubule switches
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5 These authors co-directed this work.stochastically between alternate periods of slow growth
and rapid shortening such that individual ab-tubulin het-
erodimeric subunits undergo net addition and loss, re-
spectively [1]. This allows the microtubule cytoskeleton
to rapidly reconfigure to support morphologic changes,
and microtubules can probe the intracellular environ-
ment to explore possible arrangements [2]. Micro-
tubules presumably sense the local environment by
interaction with microtubule-associated proteins, and
this interaction can vary spatially through, for example,
kinase-phosphatase and GEF-GAP (guanine nucleotide
exchange factor GTPase-activating protein)-mediated
spatial gradients [3, 4]. Understanding how these micro-
tubule-associated proteins control microtubule assem-
bly depends on understanding dynamic instability in
the pure microtubule polymer because this is the sub-
strate over which all regulation is layered.
The current model for dynamic instability is based on
the concept of a stabilizing guanosine triphosphate
(GTP)-tubulin ‘‘cap’’ at the growing plus end of the
microtubule. As new GTP-tubulin subunits add to and
become embedded in the growing microtubule tip,
they subsequently hydrolyze to guanosine diphosphate
(GDP)-tubulin, thereby forming a labile inner core of
GDP-tubulin that is stabilized by a cap of GTP-tubulin
at the tip. If the GTP cap is lost through hydrolysis events
and the stochastic dissociation of GTP-tubulin, then the
inner labile core of GDP-tubulin is exposed, leading to
outward protofilament curling that antagonizes lateral
bonds between neighboring tubulin subunits. These
events ultimately promote a switch into a phase of ex-
tensive tubulin-subunit loss. The switch from a growing
GTP-tubulin tip to a shortening GDP-tubulin tip is called
a ‘‘catastrophe,’’ and the switch from shortening to
growth is called a ‘‘rescue.’’ Together, the rates of catas-
trophe and rescue, as well as the rates of growth and
shortening, determine the extent of microtubule poly-
merization through rounds of dynamic instability, and
ultimately control the spatial organization of microtu-
bules. Critical to understanding the intrinsic dynamics
of microtubules is an understanding of the size and
nature of the GTP cap.
A series of studies have argued that the GTP cap is
small [5–8], even as small as a single layer of GTP-tubu-
lin [9–13]. These conclusions, which involve a variety of
experimental approaches, have been shaped substan-
tially by light-microscopy studies of microtubule assem-
bly dynamics with a spatial resolution of w200 nm and
a temporal resolution ofw30 Hz. Recent studies estab-
lished the use of optical tweezers in combination with
a microfabricated chamber [14, 15] as a method for
tracking microtubule assembly dynamics, with the spa-
tial resolution being at least an order of magnitude better
than traditional video microscopy achieved through
video analysis [14]. In this assay, individual microtubules
are held with optical tweezers and allowed to polymerize
under a compressive load (without buckling) against the
chamber wall, achieving a resolution of w5–10 nm at
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attached bead [14]. These data exhibited unexpectedly
large fluctuations in the assembly rate, with the interpre-
tation being that there are often discrete ‘‘steps’’ of
assembly that correspond to the addition of tubulin olig-
omers, about 20–30 nm in size.
Here we report results from experiments with a similar
optical-trapping arrangement, but with the much higher
temporal resolution of 5 kHz, which is achieved with
back-focal-plane interferometry [16, 17]. This higher
temporal resolution allows temporal filtering to average
out thermal motion, providing an unprecedented spatial
resolution of <3.5 nm at a 10 Hz temporal resolution,
while still retaining the ability to examine records at
higher bandwidth. We observed large fluctuations in
the assembly rate under compressive loads (0–2.5 pN),
with persistent periods of growth and shortening that re-
sulted in the addition and loss of many tubulin subunits.
The net length change during these periods is broadly
distributed according to a Gaussian, with root mean
square (r.m.s.) length changes of6 10–15 nm per period
and regular length change observations of 6 40 nm.
These length changes do not exhibit a step-like charac-
ter and are qualitatively accounted for by a mechano-
chemical model that assumes addition and loss by
single subunits, rather than oligomers. The experimen-
tally observed tubulin loss of w40 nm or more during
a shortening period indicates that a single-layer-cap
model is insufficient to explain microtubule dynamic
instability. Computational modeling qualitatively
accounts for these dynamics, including shortening
periods, by assuming simple first-order GTP hydrolysis
resulting in w40 tubulins in the GTP state on average
comprising the GTP cap. In addition, the model sug-
gests that GTP-tubulin has an approximately exponen-
tial decay in concentration with increasing depth,
much like the ‘‘comets’’ characteristic of many plus-
end tip-tracking proteins.
Overall, we found that microtubule growth is highly
variable, weakly dependent on force, and can persist
even after the loss of more than five layers of tubulin
from the growing plus end. Thus, to minimize confusion,
we use ‘‘growth-phase’’ to refer to periods of average
growth, previously broadly classified as ‘‘growth’’ in
lower resolution studies. Growth-phase shortening
excursions are distinct from rapid shortening [1, 8],
which is more than an order of magnitude faster and typ-
ically persists for micrometers rather than nanometers.
Results
Experimental Measurement of Microtubule
Dynamics at the Nanoscale
For the tracking of polymerization dynamics, microtu-
bules are grown from bead-linked microtubule seeds
and abut against engineered barriers [15], as shown
schematically in Figures 1A and 1C. The microtubule
polarity is inferred from the growth rate, determined by
light microscopy (Figure 1B) prior to the microtubule
tip contacting the barrier. In this study, we focused
only on plus ends, identified by their faster growth [8].
The bead is held by optical tweezers [17] modified with
the addition of a piezo-actuated mirror for high-preci-
sion trap steering. If the bead is held in a stationarytrap as it is displaced by microtubule polymerization,
some of the microtubule length change accumulates in
the compliant biotin-streptavidin link between the
bead and the microtubule; thus, changes in microtubule
length are underestimated [18]. However, force at the
microtubule tip is still equal and opposite to that of the
trap on the bead, allowing for accurate force measure-
ments. The application of a force clamp, which adjusts
the laser position at 10 Hz to maintain a constant force
at the microtubule tip (Figure 1C), fixes the strain in the
compliant link, and thereby increases the precision of
growth measurements [19]. This experimental method
enables the detection of variations in polymerization
behavior at the nanoscale over very short time scales.
Simulations with a Distributed-GTP-Cap Model
Predict Growth-Phase Shortening Events
In previous work, we described a three-dimensional
mechanochemical model for microtubule self-assembly
that recapitulated experimentally observed microtubule
tip structures and assembly rates [20]. In this model,
GTP-tubulin subunits stochastically hydrolyze to GDP-
tubulin subunits via first-order kinetics (hydrolysis rate
constant of w1 s21) subsequent to their incorporation
into the tips of growing microtubules. This model
predicts a variable GTP-cap depth with an exponential
decay in lattice-incorporated GTP subunits from the
tip of a given protofilament (Figure 2, time point ‘‘A’’).
In addition, the growing tips of simulated microtubules
vary in structure from blunt tips with protofilaments of
similar lengths (Figure 2, time point ‘‘C’’) to sheet-like
tips with a large variation in protofilament length (Fig-
ure 2, time points ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’).
By adapting the simulation to reproduce experimental
conditions used in the bead-tracking assembly assay
(see the Supplemental Data available online), simulated
microtubule assembly behavior could be directly com-
pared to experimental results. In particular, we modeled
not only the assembly dynamics of the microtubule but
also the thermal fluctuations and elastic forces in the
system and the observation of the dynamics as detected
by the experimental apparatus. Thus, we were able to
predict the microtubule assembly behavior at the
same fast temporal resolution and nanometer precision
with which it was measured experimentally. In simula-
tions, highly variable microtubule tip structures with
relatively long spatially distributed GTP caps allow for
frequent shortening excursions during microtubule
growth phases because individual leading protofila-
ments are able to depolymerize and then subsequently
recap without microtubule catastrophe. A typical simu-
lated growth-phase shortening excursion, in which the
shortening and subsequent recapping of the leading
protofilament occurs without microtubule catastrophe,
is shown in Figure 2. Note that the simulated GTP cap
remains intact during the microtubule shortening event,
never being less than 20 GTP-tubulin subunits. In the
simulation, the GTP cap is typically exponentially dis-
tributed, reminiscent of the comets associated with
many tip-tracking proteins, such as EB1, albeit with
a shorter decay length. In contrast, the shortening of
a microtubule tip prior to catastrophe (Figure 2, time
points ‘‘D’’–’’E’’) results in a minimal GTP cap of about
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(A) Schematic top view of the experimental geometry. A dynamic mi-
crotubule extension polymerizes from a bead-linked microtubule
seed. The bead is held in the optical trap (magenta) such that
when the growing microtubule contacts the barrier (gray), it poly-
merizes against the force of the trap. Lateral constraint of the micro-
tubule is accomplished with the vertex seen in the top view, and the
undercut shown in the side view (Figure 1C) prevents the microtu-
bule from slipping down off of the barrier. The barriers were carefully
designed to avoid interference with the tightly focused laser and to
allow for high-quality imaging.
(B) Differential-interference-contrast micrograph of an experiment
showing the bead, microtubule, and barrier. Two images are super-
imposed to show the microtubule straight before it is loaded and
later buckled to demonstrate that the tip is constrained and under
load. Data is only analyzed for unbuckled microtubules.
(C) Applying a force clamp allows an approximately constant load to
be maintained at the microtubule tip. The laser position is updated to
maintain the desired position of the bead relative to the center of the
trap and therefore provides a constant average force. The positional
changes of the laser trap are a direct measurement of microtubule
length changes. The position of the laser is updated at 10 Hz, which
is more than sufficient to follow polymerization. At this rate, thethree subunits, which we previously found was typical of
simulated shortening microtubules [21].
Growth-Phase Microtubule Shortening Gives Rise
to Polymerization Variability
Using the experimental assay described above, we
examined microtubule growth behavior. In total, we an-
alyzed 35 growth-phase periods from 15 microtubules
over a total of 1676.2 s; this, at 5 kHz raw acquisition
rate, yielded 8,381,000 individual observations with sub-
nanometer precision. Using temporal averaging of the
raw data at 10 Hz to filter diffusive movements, we ob-
tained 16,762 individual microtubule length measure-
ments for subsequent analysis (the complete data set
is given in the Supplemental Data, Figures S3–S5). This
technique exposes highly variable polymerization be-
havior over short time scales, even during periods in
which microtubule assembly appears to be stalled
when observed with lower spatial or temporal resolu-
tion. Figure 3A highlights nano-shortening events that
occurred over 20 s of microtubule growth. In each
case, the microtubule does not proceed into a rapid-
shortening phase, but rather resumes growth. The
average position of the bead and hence the necessary change in
laser position is determined with resolution smaller than the size of
a single tubulin subunit (8 nm).
Figure 2. Simulation of Microtubule Assembly at the Nanoscale
At time ‘‘A,’’ the microtubule tip has a multiprotofilament extension
with a relatively long and spatially-distributed GTP cap (magenta)
of 35 subunits on average. The leading protofilaments then depoly-
merize and recap, resulting in a growth-phase shortening event, as
shown at time ‘‘B.’’ Note that the GTP cap remains intact, never
being less than 20 GTP-tubulin subunits during the shortening
phase. Subsequently, the microtubule polymer continues growth,
as shown at time ‘‘C.’’ Catastrophe occurs after 10 s, as shown at
times ‘‘D’’–‘‘E,’’ at which point the GTP cap has only three subunits
on average.
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ing events are roughly similar to those predicted by the
mechanochemical model (Figure 3A). Simulated and ex-
perimental force-clamp data from a GMPCPP-stabilized
control microtubule are also shown in Figure 3A and
demonstrate that the shortening events can be distin-
guished from thermal fluctuations of the growing micro-
tubule’s position. To quantify this behavior, we calcu-
lated the length of growth and shortening excursions
Figure 3. Microtubule Assembly at the Nanoscale
(A) Experimental and simulated individual traces of microtubule-
plus-end assembly behavior at 1.5 pN clamp force are shown as
compared to GMP-CPP control traces. Slow net assembly at the mi-
crotubule tip is highly variable both experimentally and in simulation.
There are clearly retreats during microtubule assembly that are
larger than a single layer of tubulin subunits, or even a few layers.
Traces from GMP-CPP stabilized microtubules are not highly vari-
able, indicating that the variability is intrinsic to microtubule growth
behavior and not an artifact of the data-collection method.
(B) Quantification of microtubule assembly at the nanoscale. For the
quantification of the variability in microtubule assembly, growth and
shortening excursions are defined as the total number of consecu-
tive displacements in either the positive or the negative direction
(shown by green and red arrows, respectively). The length of these
multiple time-step excursions are then recorded as a measure of
growth variability. In contrast, single time step length increments
are also recorded as a measure of microtubule growth activity within
a short time interval (sampling interval = 0.1 s), as shown by the black
arrows.over multiple experimental runs. Here, a microtubule
length excursion is defined by summing successive
positive or negative microtubule length displacements
at sequential time points, as shown by the green and
red arrows, respectively, in Figure 3B. For example,
three sequential 10 Hz time points with length changes
of21.0,22.0, and22.0 nm followed by a positive incre-
ment would result in a length excursion of25.0 nm. This
method provides a convenient and objective way to
summarize nanoscale microtubule-polymerization be-
havior over many different experimental runs without fit-
ting the data to any particular model, although it will un-
derestimate microtubule growth excursions because
thermal fluctuations will obscure length excursions to
some extent. Note, however, that this noise is explicitly
included in the model, so that it is accounted for in the
simulated dynamics. Likewise, the absolute extent of
growth-phase shortening is also underestimated be-
cause of intervening periods of actual lengthening
above the noise. For example, the absolute peak-to-
trough shortening in Figure 3B exceeds 50 nm, but the
maximum detected shortening is 32 nm by this method.
In summary, excursion-size analysis provides a model-
independent, conservative estimate of nanoscale fluctu-
ations in microtubule assembly.
Microtubule Growth Under Low Force
As shown in Figure 4A, shortening excursions are com-
mon during microtubule growth under a low load
(0–1 pN). The shortening excursions can be quite large,
in some cases 40 nm or larger, corresponding to about
five layers of tubulin. Similarly, the growth excursions
can also be quite large, again 40 nm or more. For both
shortening and growth excursions, the model, which
only permits tubulin addition and loss via single ab-tubu-
lin subunits, predicts that excursions ofw40 nm for both
growth and shortening will be observed in this assay.
Typically, the excursions in the experiment and the sim-
ulation are relatively small, corresponding to roughly
one layer of tubulin. Experimentally, we find a mean
shortening-excursion length under a low load of 29.7 nm
and a mean growth-excursion length of +13.3 nm (n =
7,617, Table 1), resulting in net growth of +3.6 nm per
growth-excursion-shortening-excursioncycle.Shortening
and growth excursions for GTP microtubules (29.7 nm
and +13.3 nm, respectively) are larger than those observed
for GMP-CPP controls (24.4 nm and +4.7 nm, respec-
tively), differences that were statistically significant
(p < 10257 via one-tailed t test). Thus, the growth and short-
ening excursions observed in the presence of GTP reflect
the dynamics of microtubule assembly, rather than simply
the thermal fluctuations in the experimental system. Low-
force summary statistics are given in Table 1.
Microtubule Growth Under High Force
Increasing the force on a microtubule has surprisingly
little effect on the overall behavior of assembling micro-
tubules. As shown in Figure 4B, microtubules grown un-
der high force (1–2.5 pN) exhibit a distribution of growth
and shortening excursions during growth phases that is
qualitatively similar to that observed at low force
(Figure 4A). However, we find a number of statistically
significant effects of increasing force. First, we find
that the range of excursions is diminished. As expected,
the mean growth-excursion length decreases to +9.5 nm,
which is significantly less than the low-force value
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1449of +13.3 nm (p < 1023). Surprisingly, the mean shorten-
ing-excursion length decreases (in magnitude) at high
force to 26.4 nm, which is significantly less (in magni-
tude) than the low-force value of 29.7 nm (p < 1026).
Taken together, this means that the range of observed
growing and shortening excursions during microtubule
assembly is narrower at high force and that fluctuations
are generally suppressed (Figure 4B, Table 1). Despite
the suppression of fluctuations, the GTP dynamics are
still statistically different than the GMP-CPP dynamics
(see Table 1, p < 10219 for growth excursions, and p <
1025 for shortening excursions). These results, which
are qualitatively reproduced by the model, suggest
that at low forces, the microtubule tip tends toward
structures that promote larger shortening events. In
Figure 4. Microtubule Assembly Is Highly Variable, with Frequent
Growth-Phase Shortening Events
(A) A histogram of microtubule growth-phase excursion lengths for
0-1 pN force-clamp experiments, as compared to GMP-CPP con-
trols. Excursion lengths are defined in this analysis as sequential
negative or positive microtubule length changes (no fitting), as
shown in Figure 3B. Growth-phase shortening events are large com-
pared to those in GMP-CPP controls, indicating that experimental
noise cannot account for the observed behavior. The model qualita-
tively accounts for the extent of positive and negative excursions
(red).
(B) A histogram of microtubule growth-phase length changes for
1-2.5 pN force-clamp experiments, as compared to GMP-CPP
controls. At higher clamp forces, both growing and shortening
excursions are restricted as compared to low-clamp-force results
(p = 9.7 3 1024 for growth, p = 3 3 1027 for shortening), reducing
the overall variability in observed microtubule assembly behavior.
This result suggests that the microtubule tip structure is influenced
by the force on a microtubule, possibly by limiting the propensity of
a few protofilaments to extend beyond their neighbors. The model
(red) is qualitatively consistent with the extent of fluctuation and pre-
dicts the reduction in variability.the simulation, we found that microtubules under low
force (0.5 pN) had an average difference between the
leading and lagging protofilaments of about five to six
tubulin subunits (40–48 nm), whereas under high force
(2.5 pN), this difference was only about two to three
tubulin subunits (16–24 nm). The reason for this is
simple: At high force, the addition rate to the leading
protofilaments is more strongly suppressed relative to
the lagging protofilaments than it is at low force. This
creates a narrowing of the distribution of excursions,
consistent with the experimental data. In low-force
simulations (0.5 pN), there are typically about three pro-
tofilaments whose tubulin addition rate is significantly
suppressed by the wall at any point in time (defined as
a more than 2-fold reduction in on-rate constant),
whereas in high-force simulations (1.5 pN), there are
about six protofilaments whose growth is influenced
by the wall. In the model, the failure to grow significantly
faster at low force is the result of sheet-like projections
that often fail to be stabilized and are therefore lost, as
in Figure 2, time points ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B.’’ At high force, model
microtubules are relatively blunt and are thus resistant
to both growth and shortening excursions, consistent
with the experimental data.
In summary, we find that microtubules exhibit large
fluctuations in assembly during growth phases, includ-
ing shortening excursions that correspond to loss of
up to about five tubulin layers. These fluctuations are
somewhat larger at low force than they are at high force,
indicating that they are a natural feature of microtubule
assembly in the absence of force.
Single Time Increment Microtubule Length Changes
Do Not Reflect Oligomer Addition or Loss
Because we found that large growth and shortening
excursions occur during growth phases, we were inter-
ested in assessing whether these events were the result
of tubulin-oligomer addition, as recently suggested by
Kerssemakers et al. [14]. Kerssemakers et al. reported
a step-like behavior that they attributed to oligomers;
these steps could be 30 nm or more. If oligomers were
significant, then we ought to be able to detect them
over single 0.1 s time intervals as large jumps resulting
from oligomers of 16, 24, or 32 nm in length adding
to the tip (a single subunit being one ab-tubulin hetero-
dimer having a length of 8 nm). To test whether oligo-
mers were accounting for the large growth and shorten-
ing excursions, we calculated the length increment over
a single time interval (see Figure 3B, ‘‘single time incre-
ment’’). As shown in Figure 5, there was a broad distribu-
tion of single time increments. Only very rarely were
these single increments large enough to suggest the ad-
dition or loss of an oligomer. In fact, increments exceed-
ing 16 nm in magnitude were observed less than 1% of
the time, and increments larger than 22 nm in magnitude
were never observed in any of the 16,762 increments.
Furthermore, when the unfiltered 5 kHz data were exam-
ined for increments exceeding 16 nm, these larger incre-
ments appeared to be periods of rapid growth rather
than abrupt steps (data not shown). The mean length
change for a single 0.1 s time increment was 0.81 nm,
with a standard deviation of 6.60 nm (Table 2, n =
16,762 individual increments). Over the same time inter-
val, stable GMP-CPP controls had a mean length
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Experimental Force
Clamp Microtubule Description
Number of Excursions
Measured
Mean Growth-Excursion
Lengtha
Mean Shortening-
Excursion
Lengtha
0-1 pN GTP 7,617 13.3 6 14.1a nm 29.7 6 10.5a nm
0-1 pN GMP-CPP 1,733 4.7 6 3.5 nm 24.4 6 3.7 nm
1-2.5 pN GTP 2,087 9.5 6 10.5 nm 26.4 6 6.7 nm
1-2.5 pN GMP-CPP 167 4.7 6 3.2 nm 24.5 6 3.2 nm
a Mean 6 the standard deviation.change of 0.00 6 3.50 nm (Table 2, n = 2,442 individual
increments), demonstrating the ability to detect net
growth from the single increment data (p < 10220, one-
tailed t test comparing single time-step-length incre-
ments for GTP versus GMP-CPP microtubules). The
standard deviation of the GMP-CPP control increments,
3.50 nm, largely reflects the variability due to thermal
fluctuations in each increment, and so is appropriately
regarded as a measure of the spatial resolution for de-
tecting length changes at 0.1 s sampling intervals. We
find that the standard deviation of the GTP single time
increments, 6.60 nm, is significantly larger than that of
the GMP-CPP control (p < 10220), demonstrating the
ability to detect tubulin addition and loss in single time
increments. As shown in Figure 5, simulations produced
a distribution of single time point microtubule length
increments similar to experimentally observed results
(red line, Figure 5). Notably, it was found that large incre-
ments of 16–24 nm were occasionally produced in the
simulation, even though subunit addition in the model
was strictly via single subunits. In the simulation, there
are on averagew26 tubulin arrival events andw25 de-
parture events, for a net gain of about one tubulin per
0.1 s, which matches well the experimentally observed
mean increment of 0.81 nm (one tubulin added corre-
sponds to 8 nm/13 protofilaments equals 0.6 nm aver-
age length added). The actual number of arrivals and de-
partures in any 0.1 s interval is approximately binomially
distributed, meaning that the distribution of increments
will in turn be approximately Gaussian and sufficiently
Figure 5. Single 0.1 s Time Increment Sampling Demonstrates that
Tubulin Dimers Add as Single Subunits, not Oligomers
Single time microtubule length increments are summarized for indi-
vidual time steps during assembly. Both GTP microtubules and
GMP-CPP control microtubules show small, Gaussian-distributed
length fluctuations at single time steps, indicating that tubulin-
oligomer addition and loss is highly unlikely. The increments in the
presence of GTP are larger than those in GMP-CPP controls, and
the model accounts for the extent of fluctuations observed experi-
mentally while assuming that tubulin addition occurs via single
subunits only.broad in their distribution so as to occasionally allow
16 nm increments via single subunit addition only. The
simulation never produced increments larger than
22 nm, consistent with the experiment. Thus, we con-
clude that the variability in growth-phase events is not
likely due to tubulin oligomer addition or loss.
Microtubule Polymerization Rate Is Weakly
Dependent on Force
The analysis of growth and shortening excursions (Fig-
ure 4 and Table 1) revealed that the assembly is only
weakly dependent on force. From the individual traces
obtained under force-clamp conditions (Figure 2, Fig-
ures S3–S5) it appears that the variability within a given
trace is as large as the variability across the population.
The weak force dependence observed above predicts
that even within a single microtubule there should be
weak dependence of assembly rate on force. As shown
in Figure 6A, this is indeed the case when the force is
progressively decreased from 1.6 pN to 0.7 pN, and it
was found that there is no obvious relation between
force and growth rate; short-term variability apparently
overwhelms any effect of force.
The examination of all the traces reveals a weak de-
crease of average growth rate with increasing force, as
shown in Figure 6B. The decrease was statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.008), but it was only about 2-fold, even
though the force increased 7-fold. The simulation results
are consistent with the experiment in both variability and
weak force dependence (Figure 6B). Thus, we conclude
that assembly is only weakly dependent on force, and
the relationship between them can be obscured by the
high variability in growth rate and is only discerned
through averaging over many microtubule growth
phases.
Discussion
By combining optical tweezers with custom-engineered
microscale barriers to microtubule polymerization, we
are able to track tubulin-addition and -loss events at
the growing tip of a compressively loaded dynamic
microtubule. Using back-focal plane interferometry for
high temporal and spatial resolution and applying force
clamping to increase the accuracy and resolution of dis-
placement measurements, we attain unprecedented
nanometer-scale precision. We find that microtubule
growth rates are highly variable, with polymerizing
microtubules frequently experiencing shortening excur-
sions that can remove up to approximately five layers of
tubulin from the microtubule tip. That microtubules can
sustain such extensive tubulin loss and remain in the
growing state argues against a single-layer GTP cap
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Experimental Force Clamp Microtubule Description
Number of Single
Time Increments Measured
Mean Single
Time Increment Length
Standard Deviation
Single Time Increment Length
0-2.5 pN GTP 16,762 0.81 nm 6.60 nm
0-2.5 pN GMP-CPP 2,442 0.00 nm 3.50 nmand is consistent with simulations that assume an expo-
nentially distributed multilayer GTP cap. Growth-rate
variability persists over a wide range of forces, and
even over longer time scales the average growth rate
is only weakly dependent on force. We find that these
newly observed features of assembly under a load arise
naturally from a simple mechanochemical model.
Implications for Models of Microtubule Dynamic
Instability
Understanding the molecular mechanisms of microtu-
bule dynamic instability is critical for understanding
how microtubule-associated proteins (e.g., EB1, APC,
tau, Op18/stathmin, and XMAP215/TOG) control micro-
tubule behavior in normal, diseased, and injured cells.
The GTP-cap hypothesis is central to our understanding
of microtubule assembly [1] and is widely accepted even
though the cap itself has not been directly visualized.
Figure 6. Growth Velocity Depends Weakly on Force
(A) A microtubule-length history tracked under a range of loads held
constant with the force-clamping routine. The growth rate is variable
at all loads, with no dramatic increases in rate as the load is reduced.
(B) Microtubule growth velocity is weakly dependent on force (ap-
plied in force-clamp mode), both in the simulation and in the exper-
iment. The high variability is the result of variability in assembly at the
nanoscale.The central premise is that ab-tubulin heterodimers are
stable in the microtubule lattice when their beta subunit
is bound to GTP and relatively unstable when their beta
subunit binds GDP. The relative instability of the GDP
subunits is believed to derive from the intrinsic tendency
of GDP subunits to form bent protofilaments that prefer
to kink radially outward. This kinking then mechanically
antagonizes lateral bonds within the microtubule lattice
and thus promotes disassembly. Conversely, GTP-
tubulin subunits are believed to form relatively straight
protofilaments, thus reducing the mechanical stress on
lateral bonds and thereby stabilizing the microtubule
[22–25]. Tubulin adds to the microtubule lattice as
GTP-tubulin and is subsequently hydrolyzed to GDP-
tubulin. This maintains a cap of straight, relatively
unstrained GTP-tubulin that holds the microtubule tip
together, thus preventing the GDP subunits from desta-
bilizing the lattice by assuming their preferred bent con-
formation; if the cap is lost, rapid shortening ensues.
Depending on the relative rates of tubulin addition, tubu-
lin loss, and GTP hydrolysis, the cap could be small and
confined to the very tip of the microtubule.
A substantial body of work has argued that the GTP
cap is very small, possibly as small as a single layer of
tubulin [9–13], or only slightly larger [5–8] (see review in
[26]). Our observation of highly variable microtubule
growth, with shortening excursions of up to approxi-
mately five layers or more of tubulin during a growth
phase, is difficult to reconcile with a single-layer GTP-
cap model because the entire GTP cap would be fre-
quently lost during these growth-phase shortening
excursions. However, measuring the size of the GTP
cap is very challenging, and after careful consideration
of the arguments, experimental methodology, and
data, we argue that the resolution in these earlier studies
is probably insufficient to rigorously differentiate be-
tween a single discrete cap at the tip versus a cap that
is distributed over several layers of GTP at the end of
a microtubule. In addition, in many cases, these earlier
studies estimated the minimum cap required for mainte-
nance of the growth phase, rather than the actual size of
the cap during growth. Importantly, studies of microtu-
bule catastrophe subsequent to dilution resulted in the
cap’s being rapidly lost within 1–2 s and thus led to
maximum-cap-size estimates of 60–100 subunits deep
if both hydrolysis and subunit loss are accounted for
[7, 8]. Also, many of these studies implicitly assumed
that GTP subunits form a discrete cap, with hydrolysis
proceeding as an induced wave that follows polymeriza-
tion. This model implicitly assumes coupling or cooper-
ative behavior between tubulin subunits. This is a
substantially more complicated picture than the physi-
cally direct and simple assumption that GTP-hydrolysis
events are independent and stochastic first-order
events, as originally proposed by Mitchison and Kirsch-
ner [1]. By assuming uncoupled hydrolysis, the cap
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tubulin units because the GTP-tubulins are distributed
throughout the tip region, rather than confined only to
the last layer or two. The consequence is that the tip is
expected to fluctuate on the nanoscale while remaining
in the growth state.
Our theoretical treatment of microtubule dynamic
instability assumes uncoupled hydrolysis [20, 21] and
is approximately consistent with the newly observed
nanoscale dynamics reported here. This mechano-
chemical model reasonably approximates (1) the vari-
ability in the assembly during growth on the nanoscale,
(2) the range of excursion sizes, including occasional
shortening excursions of five layers, (3) the reduction
in excursion size (both growing and shortening) at high
load, (4) the variability in the single time increments,
and (5) the relative insensitivity of assembly on load.
The model assumes that hydrolysis obeys a first-order
reaction once a GTP-tubulin is buried in the lattice with
a rate constant of w1 s21 [20, 21]. That the terminal
GTP-tubulin would be spared hydrolysis is consistent
with the b-tubulin subunit’s being exposed at the plus
end with the GTP exposed to the solvent rather than to
neighboring tubulin dimers [27]. Once another tubulin
adds onto the protofilament, the formerly terminal
GTP-tubulin is now the penultimate subunit, and its
GTP experiences a completely different biochemical en-
vironment. In the model, these buried subunits then un-
dergo random hydrolysis leading to a spatially decaying
distribution of GTP-tubulin near the tip, with progres-
sively fewer GTP-tubulins as a function of distance
away from the microtubule tip. In fact, the predicted
approximately exponential decay of GTP-tubulin with in-
creasing depth is reminiscent of, and mathematically
similar to, the comets observed with fluorescently
tagged tip-tracking proteins such as EB1. The first-order
GTP hydrolysis for buried subunits and the resulting ap-
proximately exponential decay of GTP-tubulin spatially
is also very similar to how Mitchison and Kirschner first
hypothesized that the cap structure might behave in
their original report on dynamic instability [1]. The num-
ber of GTP-tubulins in the microtubule lattice is pre-
dicted by the model to typically be w40–60 (Figure 2)
[20, 21], consistent with the previous estimates of max-
imum cap size from dilution studies (60–100, discussed
above). In addition, caps as small as 10–20 GTP-tubulins
are sufficient to prevent complete catastrophe in most
cases (Figure 2), and this is consistent with previous es-
timates ofminimum cap size. When the cap size falls be-
low approximately ten GTP-tubulins, it is very likely that
a catastrophe and subsequent rapid disassembly will
occur (Figure 2). In summary, the mechanochemical
model of VanBuren et al. [21] is a physically straightfor-
ward model that is in reasonable agreement with the
new nanoscale assembly data. Future work is required
to more thoroughly test the mechanochemical model
to account for such phenomena as lattice defects and
the microtubule seam and their potential role in dynamic
instability.
In principle, other models could explain these data as
well. However, there have been relatively few attempts
to construct models that explicitly account for dynamic
instability at the nanoscale by explicitly accounting for
individual tubulin-dimer addition and loss. The firstsuch models were constructed by Chen and Hill in the
1980s [28], and these were followed by the ‘‘lateral
cap’’ model of Bayley and coworkers [9]. The main prob-
lem with the models of Chen and Hill is that they
predicted large cap sizes (w200) that later turned out
to be inconsistent with experimental measurements.
Bayley and coworkers attempted to address this issue
in the lateral cap model by assuming that the addition
of an incoming GTP-tubulin instantly forced hydrolysis
of an underlying GTP. This ensured that the cap was at
most one layer deep. However, the present nanoscale
fluctuation results, in which shortening excursions of
multiple tubulin layers do not necessarily result in catas-
trophe (Figures 3A and 4A), stand in contradiction to the
assumptions of the lateral cap model (see the Supple-
mental Data for lateral-cap-model simulations as com-
pared to nanoscale experimental results). Other models
have attempted to describe cap dynamics without
describing the details of the individual tubulin dimers
[29, 30]. At the time, a coarse-grained-modeling ap-
proach could be considered appropriate, given the rela-
tively low resolution with which microtubule assembly
could be observed via light microscopy. However,
such coarse-grained models are unable to aid in the
interpretation of the present interferometry-based mea-
surements with 3.5 nm resolution (Figure 5, Table 2).
Because experimentation has now been pushed to the
nanoscale, it is necessary for the modeling to push to
the nanoscale as well.
Microtubule Growth Is Highly Variable, but Does Not
Involve Oligomeric Steps
With an approach similar to ours, though with a lower
spatial and temporal resolution, a recent study reported
stepwise growth of microtubules, and steps were attrib-
uted to addition of oligomers of tubulin subunits (i.e.,
a dimer has two subunits of length 16 nm, a trimer has
three subunits of length 24 nm, etc.) [14]. Our data
shows no evidence of this, though we find events with
a similar step-like appearance when we process our
data similarly to Kerssemakers et al. However, when
viewed at higher bandwidth, these events are clearly
not steps (see the Supplemental Data, Figure S6). Simi-
lar events of relatively rapid length change, producing an
appearance that could be considered step-like, are also
present in simulations of lower bandwidth data (e.g., at
w6 s in Figure 2), despite the fact that only single-sub-
unit additions are modeled. These results illustrate the
difficulty in discriminating steps in highly variable data.
A step is by definition a period of rapid movement, and
without a fundamental physical expectation for the
structure of a step, it is only possible to say that events
occurred more quickly than can be resolved on a given
time scale. Because microtubule growth is highly vari-
able, periods of rapid length change by the successive
net addition of subunits can be easily misinterpreted
as steps, especially by algorithms that do not test the
null hypothesis that steps do not exist. This naturally
leads to the expectation that for a given criterion, steps
will be identified more frequently if the average growth
rate is rapid, as seen in Kerssemakers et al.’s interpreta-
tion of microtubule growth accelerated by the presence
of XMAP215. Of course, it is possible that oligomers do
occasionally add to the tip of a microtubule. Strictly
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the individual subunits in solution, although by using the
estimated value for DG0*Long = 27 kBT (Kdimer formation =
2200 M21) and a free tubulin-GTP-subunit concentration
of 5 mM, we estimate the concentration of dimers
(i.e., two subunits associated head to tail) to be w50
nM (if DG0*Long = 29 kBT, then Kdimer formation = 16,000
M21, and dimer concentration isw300 nM at 5 mM total
tubulin concentration). In our simulation, assuming that
dimers exhibit the same on rate as monomers, this
would result in an expected addition of a dimer once
every 0.4 s, or about one out of 100 addition events (if
DG0*Long = 29 kBT, then a dimer would be added about
one out of 15 addition events, or about one to two out of
the approximately 26 addition events per 0.1 s observa-
tion period). In addition, the bimolecular on-rate con-
stant for addition of dimers to the microtubule tip will
likely decrease somewhat for the larger complexes ow-
ing to their slower translational and rotational diffusion,
which will diminish the role of oligomers. Further, it
might be expected that longitudinal association of the
two subunits in solution would promote the hydrolysis
of the beta subunit on the minus end of the dimer [27],
so that the dimer can no longer form the full complement
of lateral bonds with the microtubule lattice because of
the kink induced by hydrolysis. Thus, from thermody-
namic and biochemical arguments, we expect the con-
tribution of even the most common oligomers (two sub-
units) to be negligible in our assay, occurring in less than
one out of 100 addition events. This is consistent with
both our results and with the most straightforward inter-
pretation of the extremely steep, exponent 12 6 2, de-
pendence of microtubule nucleation on the concentra-
tion of tubulin [31], and this dependence suggests that
polymerization-competent oligomers are highly unsta-
ble and very short lived below the critical concentration
for nucleation (w15 mM under our experimental condi-
tions). However, we note that under some experimental
conditions, for example high concentrations of magne-
sium or tubulin, oligomers become more prevalent
[32–35]. We expect that the study of Kerssemakers
et al. had a similar oligomer concentration to our study
because both studies had about the same microtubule
growth rate (w10 nm/s), despite having used different
tubulin concentrations, magnesium concentrations,
and temperatures. Finally, the length fluctuations that
we observed experimentally in single time increments
were fully accounted for by a mechanochemical model
that assumes assembly via single subunits (Figure 5).
Previous Observations of Fluctuations during
Growth
These results show that the microtubule growth phase is
composed of a previously unobserved series of length-
ening and shortening events. Indeed, microtubules that
would be described as growing in lower resolution stud-
ies in fact are shortening much of the time. The variability
of microtubule growth rates that was identified in lower-
resolution microscopy studies [36–38] is now revealed
to be largely due to the frequent interspersion of short-
ening excursions during overall net growth. States that
appear as pauses at low resolution are in fact composed
of repeated switches between growth and shortening
excursions. Conversely, filtering our high-resolutiondata to data rates characteristic of microscopy based
studies produces traces with similar variability.
Shortening excursions require the loss of many sub-
units during growth phases. Using light microscopy,
Walker et al. [8] estimated the off rate during growth to
be 44 s21. From our simulations, we estimate that the
off rate of subunits isw250 s21. However, the vast ma-
jority of these departures were of subunits that had no
lateral neighbors, which would be difficult to detect by
light microscopy. By contrast, simulated subunits with
one or more lateral neighbors dissociated at a rate of
18 s21. Thus, we expect that light microscopy would
yield an off rate during growth of between 18 s21 and
250 s21, consistent with the value of 44 s21 estimated
by Walker et al.
We find that growth-phase shortening persists
through the loss of many subunits, indicating that pe-
riods of polymerization and depolymerization during
growth reflect different structural and corresponding
chemical states at the tip of a microtubule, and not the
tails of a Gaussian distribution arising from simple on
and off kinetics, consistent with conclusions from previ-
ous analysis at lower resolution [20, 36–38]. These ob-
servations indicate that the tip of a microtubule dynam-
ically transitions through a range of quasi-stable states
with different polymerization rates (Figure 2). Over short
time periods (less than 1 s), such changes are revealed
by transitions between growth and shortening, whereas
over longer periods microtubules can evolve quasi-sta-
ble conditions during which transitions to shortening
are more frequent or relatively suppressed.
Implications for Microtubule Assembly In Vivo
The occurrence of shortening excursions during growth
suggests that the specific suppression of these excur-
sions in vivo might account for the high growth rates
that are observed in vivo (reviewed in [26, 39]. The large
intrinsic variability of microtubule growth rates clearly
expands the range of mechanisms available for rapid
restructuring of the microtubule cytoskeleton, and for
controlling the force of microtubule polymerization dur-
ing processes such as the directing of chromosome
movements [40], organelle positioning such as nuclear
positioning in yeast [41], or in the outgrowth of neuronal
processes [42]. Another interesting implication of our
studies is a relatively weak dependence of velocity
on compressive load, suggesting that if microtubule
assembly is regulated by compressive load in vivo, it is
likely to be through the catastrophe frequency rather
than the assembly rate. The likely reason for the weak
dependence of the load is that there are many protofila-
ments available ‘‘in reserve’’ that are close to the leading
protofilament but not close enough to the wall to be
significantly affected in their tubulin addition rate. In
fact, our modeling indicates that only a relatively few
protofilaments, typically approximately three out of 13
protofilaments (at 0.5 pN), are affected by the wall on
average. This stands in contrast to actin filaments,
which have only two protofilaments, and so their growth
rate would be expected to be affected more strongly by
compressive load than microtubules.
The greatly improved resolution of these studies
reveals growth-phase variability paramount to microtu-
bule dynamics. Our data builds on earlier studies
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a new experimental test that supports a simple mecha-
nochemical description of microtubule growth [20, 21].
By achieving nanometer-scale precision, we are able
to resolve complex underlying behaviors that were
obscured by longer time or ensemble averaging, includ-
ing nanoshortening events, and variability of the relation
between force and growth rate. This has important
implications for considering how external factors (e.g.,
drugs, microtubule-associated proteins [MAPs], and
forces) alter the behavior of individual microtubules be-
cause many details of the events occurring at the tip of
a growing microtubule can disappear in lower-resolu-
tion averages. Our assay, combined with the computa-
tional modeling, provides an integrated platform for
further investigation of microtubule-associated protein
regulation of microtubule assembly at the nanoscale.
Going forward, the application of high-resolution tech-
niques in the presence of MAPs or microtubule drugs
promises to reveal details of physiologic microtubule
and MAP behavior, including tip tracking, and actions
of drugs that modulate microtubule behavior, such as
the chemotherapy agents taxol and vinblastine.
Experimental Procedures
Microtubule Seeds
Unless otherwise specified, all samples are in BRB-80 (80 mM pipes,
1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) [pH 6.8]).
All reagents are from Sigma unless otherwise specified. Microtu-
bules are polymerized from thrice-cycled bovine brain tubulin [43,
44], taxol stabilized, and pelleted in an airfuge (Beckman) for 5 min
at 28 psi, resuspended, and biotinylated by 15 min incubation in
1.7 mM biotin succinimidyl ester. The biotinylation reaction is
quenched with three volumes of 400 mM glycine for 10 min. Micro-
tubules are pelleted, resuspended, and passed through a 30 gauge
needle five to seven times to break the microtubules into w3 mm
lengths. Finally, the microtubules are pelleted and resuspended
three times in buffer not containing taxol. A conservative estimate
of remaining taxol in an experimental solution is below 10 pM, far be-
low the concentration required to detectably change microtubule
behavior [45] (w100 nM) or for significant microtubule binding [46]
(Kd = 10 nM).
Silica Microspheres
Silica beads (0.6 micron diameter; Bangs Labs), suspended at
10 mg/ml, are incubated with 20 mg/ml bovine albumin biotin at
room temperature for five minutes. Beads are pelleted, resuspended
at 1 mg/ml, and incubated in 20 mg/ml streptavidin (Molecular
Probes) at room temperature for 5 min. Finally, beads are pelleted
and resuspended four times before being aliquoted, flash frozen,
and stored at 10 mg/ml.
Optical Tweezers
The optical tweezers are identical to those described previously [17],
with two exceptions. First, the acousto-optic deflectors used to
steer the beam in the original instrument were replaced by a tip-tilt
mirror (Physik Instrumente). Second, the entire room that housed
the instrument was temperature controlled to 36C by the use of
a small radiant heater controlled via a feedback circuit reading a ther-
mocouple positioned near the microscope stage. To prevent drift
due to temperature differentials across the large thermal mass of
the optical table and additional equipment, the entire room was
held within a range of one degree Celsius. Device calibration was
carried out by fitting the power spectral density with a Lorentzian
[47]. Agreement with more direct calibration by laminar flow around
the trapped particle was also checked, and agreed within 10% [17].
Calibrations of stiffness and detector sensitivity across the range
that a bead could be expected to traverse during an experimentvaried less than 2%. Finally, the stiffness and sensitivity were veri-
fied in the presence of barrier patterned coverglasses.
Polymerization Assays
Microtubule seeds are diluted in BRB-80 buffer containing 0.5 mg/ml
labeled glass microspheres, 1 mM GTP, 2 mM Mg2+, 0.12 mg/ml cat-
alase, 0.6 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 30 mM glucose, 2 mM dithiothrei-
tol, and 5 mM ab-tubulin. This polymerization mixture is introduced
into a chamber created with a standard slide, aluminum foil spacers,
and a coverslip with microfabricated barriers [15]. A suitable bead is
located, trapped, and inspected by differential interference contrast
(DIC) microscopy for a microtubule. The bead and microtubule are
brought to one of the barrier structures with the laser tweezers,
and the microtubule is oriented toward the barrier by the maneuver-
ing of the optical trap.
Stationary trap experiments simply allow the microtubule to poly-
merize into the barrier. Once the microtubule encounters the barrier,
polymerization is tracked by the recording of the bead position at
5 kHz. As the microtubule polymerizes against the barrier, its addi-
tional length pushes the bead from the center of the trap resulting
in a force at the tip.
Feedback-controlled experiments (force clamp) are performed by
the updating of the trap to maintain a constant force at the microtu-
bule tip. Typically, bead position and force data are collected at 5
kHz. The average position of the bead is calculated and the laser po-
sition is updated at 10 Hz. The force clamp is only initiated after the
microtubule has grown to the barrier and displaced the bead.
Microtubule Dynamics Simulations
Simulations were run with MATLAB (The Mathworks [Natick, MA]) as
previously described [20, 21], except for the following: (1) Modifica-
tions were made to the simulation program to account for the exper-
imental force-clamp routine, and (2) the simulation output was
modified to match the experimental bead-tracking method as de-
scribed above. Details are provided in Supplemental Data.
Supplemental Data
Additional Results, Discussion, and Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and two tables are available at http://www.
current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/17/17/1445/DC1/.
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